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This article gives you a virtual tour of some of the most sough-after tourist spots of Andaman. After
reading this, you will also figure out what makes Andaman one of the hottest holiday choices and a
highly popular beach destination.

Andaman Island is made up of a number of small islands huddled together in the south-east of India
amidst the blue hues of Indian Ocean. Being surrounded by the turquoise oceans on all sides, this
place makes for an exciting beach destination with plenty of exotic beaches, serene shores and wild
jungles present in abundance at this place. The beaches are not just washed by crashing sea
waves but are also enthralling for the sporting actions they provide. Andaman trip also sets up a
rendezvous with Indian history as the place is replete with living testimonials of the countryâ€™s rich
past.

As a tourist, you can catch the Andaman package anytime during the year and visit the place
regardless of the season. However, it will be prudent to avoid the heavy monsoon season if you
wish to enjoy sightseeing and under-water adventures without any interruption. Yes, Andaman
Islandâ€™s fame doesnâ€™t lie only in its splendid beaches but also in its underwater exotica that can be
explored through scuba diving and by walking into gigantic aquariums.

Joys of Beach, Aqua Sports and Under-Sea Adventure: Andaman packages allow you to dig into
some of the never-before-done things like water surfing, skiing, aqua gliding, water scooting, sailing,
boating, kayaking, para-sailing and aqua cycling. The beaches are filled with plenty of sand &
sunshine for that enthralling experience. Breeze & feet-kissing waters usher in bliss and serenity
while there are food courts & parlours to add to the charm. Corbynâ€™s Cove is a popular beach
destination while the famous Andaman water sports complex is another must-visit.

Historical rendezvous: Andaman trip sets up your date with the bygone era as you revisit the
glorious past in places like Cellular Jail and Ross Island.  Cellular Jail that is located in Port Blair is
Indiaâ€™s largest prison house and served the chief captive-place of Indian patriots during the days of
British Raj. Now, an abandoned jail, it serves as a tourist spot and silently testifies for the torment
suffered by Indians at the hands of the British.

Ross Island is another history-laden place that boasts of museums, government buildings,
graveyards and churches from the past. Under Andaman package, you can ferry to the place and
explore the rich history it holds.

Wildlife, trekking, snorkeling and bird-watching is other delights of Andaman packages in places like
Madhuban, Chidiya Tapu, Sippighat Farm and Mini Zoo. Truly, one Andaman trip will leave you
spellbound and rapt.
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can make all necessary accommodation arrangements to set up a memorable a Andaman trip for
you.
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